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Abstract 
We consider some deterministic cellular automata on the state space {0, 1} ~, starting from 
the product of Bernoulli measures and evolving in discrete time according to the bootstrap 
percolation rules, in which a 0 changes to a 1 when it has at least { neighbours which are 1. We 
prove that in case ( --- 2d - 1 the limiting measure has an exponential decay of correlations and 
the density function is analytic in [0, 1]. 
Keywords: Bootstrap ercolation; Analyticity; Exponential decay 
1. Introduction 
The bootstrap percolation model is a cellular automaton which evolves in the 
following way. A given configuration of O's and l's on the sites of the hypercubic 
lattice in d dimensions i updated by flipping to 1 each 0 with at least ( neighbouring 
l's and leaving the rest of that configuration unchanged. Here f is a nonnegative 
integer no bigger than 2d. 
The initial configuration is chosen according to a product of Bernoullis with 
parameter p and updates are performed at discrete time units. 
We are interested in the limiting behaviour of the model as time goes to inifinity. 
More precisely, we want to study the limiting measure obtained by evolving the initial 
product measure by the bootstrap ercolation dynamics. (The limit exists since the 
dynamics can only increase the initial configuration.) 
It is known from the works of van Enter (1987) and Schonmann (1992) that if/~< d, 
then almost all initial configurations evolve towards the constant configuration with 
1 at all sites. On the other hand, it is clear that when ( > d, the limiting measure is 
different from this. For example, in the most simple of the latter cases, when f = 2d, 
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then the initial configuration only changes once, the initial O's completely surrounded 
by l's flipping to 1, and thence nothing changes under the dynamics. Thus the limiting 
measure will be the initial product measure conditioned not to have O's completely 
surrounded by l's. So it is very close to being a product measure, the dependences are 
only local (of range 1) and quantities as the density function can be written down 
explicitly as polynomials in p. 
The next simpler case is the object of this paper, namely, the case when / = 2d - 1. 
It is the only remaining case in d = 2 and without loss of generality we will restrict our 
attention to this (for simplicity, all our arguments are immediately seen to hold 
qualitatively in general for / = 2d - 1). 
In the situation in focus, an initial 0 is protected from ever flipping to 1 (or stable) if 
it initially belongs to either a circuit, which is a closed path of 0 sites, or to a dumbbell, 
which is two circuits joined by a path of 0 sites. The only if converse holds with 
probability one, as will be seen, so local quantities as the density function (the 
probability under the limiting measure that the origin is 1) and other correlations of 
the limiting measure can be written very simply and conveniently in terms of 
probabilities under the initial product measure that one or more sites belong to these 
quite simple structures. 
A natural estimate on the decay of the tail of the distribution of the diameter of 
these structures will then yield smoothness properties of the density function and 
exponential decay of correlations of the limiting measure. 
To get analyticity, the analysis of the structures described above by itself is not 
enough. We define thus a procedure to construct a subset of the closed percolation 
cluster of the origin (joined to part of its boundary and a few other sites, see Section 4) 
containing them, the analysis of which leads to the desired result. 
2. The model and results 
The model considered in this paper is defined on the lattice 7/a, where 7/is the set of 
integers, and d = 1,2, ... is the dimension. The system evolves in discrete time 
t = 0, 1, 2, ... To each element (site) of 7/~, x, we associate at each instant of time 
t a random variable rh(x ), which take values 0 or 1. We say that the site x is closed 
(resp. open) at time t if rh(x)= 0 (resp. rh(x)= 1). Elements r/re {0, 1}~"= f2 will be 
called configurations. The system will be always started at t = 0, from a translation 
invariant product random field, i.e. the random variables qo(X), x e 7/a are i.i.d, with 
P(tlo(X) = O) = p, P(tlo(X ) = 1) = q = 1 - p; pe  [0, 1] is called the initial density. The 
system evolves according to a deterministic rule: 
~,+,(x)= 
1 if rh(x)= 1; 
1 if ~/z(x) = 0 and Y~y:llx-yll, =1 r/z(Y) >/•; 
0 rh(X) = 0 and Z~,:lix_yfl,=ltl,(y) < (. 
In this article the case f' = 2d - 1 will be studied. 
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Let us define the following functions: 
(1) O(x) = (Tq)(x) = l im, .~ q,(x), X~Zd; 
(2) p(p) = ttp(O(0) = 1), p ~ [0, 1], where tt r is the integration with respect to the 
initial product measure with density p; 
(3) ~9(p) -- 1 - p(1 - p) -= ~1-p(~(0) = 0). 
(Remark: (/is well defined by monotonicity.) 
Now we summarize our results and explain how the rest of the article is organized. 
In Section 3 we give a "geometric" description of lattice animals which leave the origin 
empty at all times. Then we prove that the diameter distribution of these structures 
has an exponentially decaying tail, and, as a corollary of this fact, we obtain that the 
limiting measure tip has exponentially decaying correlations. In Section 4, analyticity 
of the density function ~,(p)(p(p)) on the initial [0, 1] is proved. Section 5 is devoted to 
a brief discussion of the shape of the density function and the case of higher 
dimensions. 
As will be seen in Section 4, the estimates we use to get analyticity for ~ are of the 
same nature as the ones in Section 3, but stronger, so we did not really need to 
introduce most of the objects and results in the latter section. Their appeal and 
simplicity on the other hand justify their inclusion, in our opinion. 
3. Preliminary results and elementary properties 
Definition 3.1. Given an initial configuration r/o ~ {0, 1} z2 a site x ~ Z 2 is called stable if 
and only if O(x) = 0. 
Proposition 3.2. A s i te x ~ ~ 2 is stable if'and only !['it is initially closed and has at least 
two stable neighbours. 
The proof is obvious and we omit it. 
"tk X i~ 2, k ~< oo, forms: Definition 3.3. We will say that a collection of sites {xi~ i= 1, 
(a) a path (an infinite path, if k = m) if the sites xg are distinct, and 
Ilxi+l -xi]11 = 1 for i=  1,2, ... ,k; 
(b) a finite circuit, if k< ~J, the sites xi, i=  1 . . . . .  k -1  are distinct, 
I[ xi+l - xi![l = 1, i = 1, ... ,k, and X k = X1;  
an infinite circuit, if k = ~,  and the collection {x~}; can be represented as a doubly 
infinite path [xi}i~; 
(c) a dumbbell, if the sites of {x~ }~ form two nonintersecting finite circuits which are 
connected by a (finite) path or if they form a finite circuit attached to an infinite path 
(in the last case we say that the dumbbell  is infinite). 
We say that a set of sites {xi } is closed (resp. open) if all its points are closed (resp. 
open). 
Let ~ and ~ (~ and ~ resp.) denote the sets of all finite closed circuits and all finite 
closed dumbbells of the initial configuration r/o respectively (all closed circuits and all 
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closed dumbbells resp.). Elements of the union ~ = ZwJ f  (~ = cgw~?) will be called 
finite rings (rings resp.) 
Proposition 3.4. 
{0(x) = 0} = {x~Rfor  some RE~}.  
Proof. ( ~ ). Suppose R~.  Every site in R is closed and (by Definition 3.3) has at 
least two closed nearest neighbours. So, none of them can flip to 1 (become open). 
( c ) Let x = 0. By Proposition 3.2 one can find inductively two sequences of stable 
sites x l ,x2 ,  ... ,x , ,  ... and x_~,x -2 ,  ... , x_ , ,  ... such that x, and x_ ,  are nearest 
neighbours to x,_ i and x_ ,+ 1 respectively for all n 1> 1. Now we have four possibili- 
ties: either 
(1) sequence {xl}i and {x-i}i  intersect; or 
(2) sequence {xi}, intersects itself and sequence {x ~}~ intersects itself and (1) does 
not happen; or 
(3) sequence {xi}~ intersects itself, {x-~}i does nor and (1) does not happen; or 
(4) neither {xz}i nor {x-~}i ntersects itself nor the other sequence. 
In cases (1) and (4) the origin belongs to a circuit and in cases (2) and (3) the origin 
belongs to a dumbbell. [] 
Definition 3.5. 
~ = {R ~ ~ such that 0 E R and R has minimal radius}. 
Let Re be one of elements of ~d chosen in an arbitrary predetermined way. We 
define 
d={od iUs  OfRd i f~ds~0,  
if ~d = 0, 
where the radius is the maximal L1 distance from the origin of sites in Rd. 
Proposition 3.6. The distribution of d has an exponentially decayin9 tail, i.e. there exists 
c~ > O, such that for all n >1 1 
I~p{d >~ n} <~ e -~". 
Proof. Let us define: 
xi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4-the ith nearest neighbour site to the origin; 
el = (0, xl), i = 1, 2, 3, 4-the ith nearest neighbour bond touching the origin; 
Bi, i = 1, . . . ,  4-the connected graph obtained from the closed percolation cluster of 
the origin without using {xi, j ~ i}, which we call the ith branch of Rd. 
A circuit formed by four sites will be called a square and we observe that a closed 
square is the minimal stable ring; a path formed by three sites which are not on the 
same straight line will be called a corner and denoted F. A corner of a site x is any 
corner F such that Fw {x} is a square. An outward corner of a site x is any corner F of 
x such that Sif~ II~F = 0, where S, is the sphere of radius n centred at the origin, that is 
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S n = { y E ~ 2: 11 y I1 1 ~ n}. We further say that  a set of sites has a c losed corner  at tached 
if one of its sites has a corner which is closed. 
Let us define now the following events: 
A~ = {there exists at least one closed path in B~ inside S,_ 2 connecting 
the origin to 8S. 2, all such paths have no closed square attached}, 
i = 1 . . . . .  4, where 8S,_2 = {x: Ilxlll = n -  2}. 
Notice that {d ~> n} = ~A.  ~. But 
A 1 = A, ~_ ~c~{X, has no outward closed corner}; 
where X,  is the first site (in the predetermined order) of 8S._ 2 touched by any closed 
path of B~ from the origin within S,-2.  
We have 
I~.(A. ~) ~< #p(A, ~- 1, X,  = x, x has no outward closed corner) 
x~S.  2 
= ~ lip(A1, -1, X,  = x)/~p(x has no outward closed corner), (3.1) 
x~S.  2 
since the events E1 = {A. 1-1, X,  = x} and Ez = {x has no outward closed corner} are 
independent: E l~S.~ and EzE~'sz ~, where, given A = yz,  ~A is the a-algebra 
generated by events dependent on sites in A. 
On the other hand 
l~p(X has no outward closed corners) ~< c = 1 - (1 - p)3. 
From (3.1) we have ltp(A~,) <~ cl~p(A~,_ 1). This immediately implies that for p > 0 there 
exists c~ > 0 such that i~p(A~,) ~< e- ' " .  In the neighbourhood o fp  = 0, one can use the 
fact that the size of the closed percolation cluster of the origin has an exponential tail 
(Grimmett, 1989) to get ~ > 0 independent of p. This finishes the proof. [] 
Let us define ~p as/~ o T -  1, where T was defined in Section 2. 
Corollary 3.7. [tp has exponentially decaying correlations: 
I fi.(tt(O)tt(x)) - ~.(tl(O)) ~.(~(x))L ~< C. e -'Hx~ 1.~ 
where C, ~' > O. 
Proof. First we notice that {r~(0) = 0} = {do > 0}, where {0 < dx ~< r} = {x belongs 
to a ring of diameter at most r}. 
Let n = ~- LI x H 1/3] be fixed. We have 
I ~.(~(o)~(x)) - ~(,7(o))- ~A,7(x))l 
= [ [/~p{0 < do ~< n; 0 < dx ~< n} +/~p{{d0 > n} or {dx > n}} 
- [~ .{0  < do ~< n} .~p(0 < d, ~ .) 
+ 2#p{do > n}~q,{0 < dx <~ n} + l~p{do > n}l~,{dx > n}][ 
~< 5~p{do > n} ~< 5e - '" ,  
and we get the result by making ~' = ~/3 and C = 5. [] 
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Corollary 3.8. p is smooth in (0, 1). 
Proof. Here we follow the argument of Russo (1978): 
O(P)=I -p (1 -P )=/~I -p{do>O} = ~, /q_p{do=n)  
.>0  
= ~, ( ~ I~l-p{a})= ~ (2  pl'~l'qrS"l-r"" ) 
n>0 o" . .>O\a~A~ 
=2 2pmq b' 
n>0 o'ffA~ 
where A, = {ae {0, 1} s" = f2 such that a has a minimal ring of diameter n containing 
the origin}; Jalc = number of closed sites in a; and m = laJc, b = [S,J - la ]c .  
Now, let pc(0, 1). Then 
d k d k (m 2)k 
dpk fll - p(do = n) = ~ ~pk pmqb <~ 2 pmqb m + 
a~A. aEA. \P  
<<- Ck nzk 2 pmqb = Ckn2kkq_p(do = n). 
a~A. 
Therefore the sum 52,>o (dk/dpk)tq-p(do = n) is uniformly convergent in (0, 1), giving 
that ¢(p) is k times differentiable. [] 
The argument for smoothness in the extremes of [0, 1] is different. Instead of 
pursuing this further here, we leave the matter for the next section where we get the 
stronger esult of analyticity of ~J in [0, 1]. 
4. Analyticity of p 
Let A be the following event: A = {0 is stable}. We introduce some additional 
construction (V-lattice animals). We recall that on 7/2 some ordering of the sites is 
fixed. Let us denote by eTA the outer boundary of a set A c 7/z, that is, JA = {xq~A: 
If x - y [I 1 = 1, for some y ~ A}. 
Also let S, = {(x1,  x2)~7/21  [x1[ V Ix21 ~ n} and define Q(x) = x + $1. 
Definition 4.1 (A constructive description of V-lattice animal). 
(I) Vo = Q(0); 
(II) for n ~> O, given 1,I.: 
(a) If the occurrence of the event A (or A) is determined in V. we stop the procedure 
and set V = V.. 
(b) If the occurrence of the event A (or .d) is not determined in V., take the first (in 
the given order) site, denoted x. and called a candidate, from the following set, 
/~{c(V.)\(any branch* with a square)}, 
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and, if there is a corner F, of x, such that {F,w{x,}}mV, = 0, we say that x, isJ'resh 
and put 
V,+ 1 = V, uQ(x.); 
otherwise, put 
v .+ = 
Here c(A) is the subset of connected closed sites of A containing the origin; by branch* 
we mean the branch formed of closed sites in the sense of Section 3. Notice that in 
order to be fresh, a site must be a candidate. 
(III) If the procedure never stops, then V = S ,  v,. 
We will say that a lattice animal is admissible if it is obtainable through the 
procedure described in Definition 4.1. We have 
~9(p) =/~1 _p(a) = ~ /~11 -p( I  VI = n, A) 
n~>l 
(1) 
= Z ~ plVl , ( l_p) lV l - lv l ,= Z Z a .... bp"(1--p)b, (4.1) 
n~>l IVl=n n~ l m,b 
where the sum Z ") is taken over all V such that IV] = n, the event A occurs in V, and 
V is admissible, and a ....  b is the number of admissible lattice animals of size n with 
m closed and b open sites in which the event A occurs. 
Let z be a complex number in a neighbourhood N of an arbitrary closed interval 
I of (0, 1) and write 
Z Za  .... bzm(1--z) b
n~lm,b  
z ,E  l>  2 a ....  b Pro(1 - p)b 
m,b 
<~ Z c"Za  .... bp=( l _p)b= Z C"#l -p ( ]V]=n,A) ,  (4.2) 
n>~ 1 m,b n>~ 1 
where c > 1. By taking N close enough to I, we can bring c arbitrarily close to 1. 
Lemma 4.2. The exists fi > 0 such that 
/~I-e(IV] = n, A) ~ e -~", 
and fl does not depend on p. 
Lemma 4.3. I f  V = n then V has at least n/25.fresh sites. 
Proof. Let Q(x) denote x + $2. We will pick a site x in V and show that Q(x) must 
contain a fresh site. This is true for any site in Q(O) because the origin is fresh. So we 
pick a site x in V outside Q(O). Let us consider the successive sites of V in Q(x) added 
in the induction steps order. Sometimes more than one site is added in a single step; in 
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this case, a set of sites of the form Q(z) is added for some z, which is necessarily fresh 
and we set the convention that z is added before the remaining sites of Q(z), which are 
added in the given order of 7/z. 
It is clear that the first one, say z and added at the end of step k, belongs to the 
boundary of Q(x). If z is not fresh, then clearly Q(x)c~ Vk + 1 = 0. So Q(x) is unchecked 
at the beginning of the next step and so it remains as long as successive sites of 
V added to the boundary of Q(x) are not fresh or a candidate site of Q(x) is not added. 
Eventually a site of Q(x) must be added (for x has to be added some time), say it does 
for the first time at the end of step k'. We conclude that if no site in Vk, at the boundary 
of (~(x) is fresh, then Q(x)nVk, = 0 and the added site (at the boundary of Q(x)) must 
be a candidate, for otherwise it belongs to the boundary of Q(z) for a (fresh) site z in the 
boundary of Q(x), and it must be fresh, for it has a corner in (besides belonging to) 
Q(x). [] 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let us consider the times in the induction steps for the 
construction of V when fresh sites are added, defined as follows. 
17 0 ~ 0, 
17. = inf{k > 17,_ 1: the procedure reached k steps and Xk is fresh) for n ~> 1, 
where we set inf 0 = ~.  
In {v~ < ~}, we denote by AR the event that one of the unchecked corners /'k, 
chosen in an arbitrary order, together with XR forms a square which is not closed. 
Now, by the preceding lemma, {] V] = n, A} c {17k < ~}, with k = O(n), and the 
last event is contained in 
k-1 k -1  
U N {17,< 
j= l  i# j , i= l  
and, for j = k - 1, 
k 1 } )  k -2  
P n {z i<~,A i  <~ 1-I p(Ai[{zi<ctD},Ai-1 . . . . .  Ao) 
i# j , i= l  i=1 
and similarly for the other j < k - 1. 
But, clearly, the conditioning events above depend only on the configuration i Vi, 
while Ai does not, so, upon noticing that V~ is a stopping set (that is, the event {Vi = v} 
depends only on the occupation configuration i v for all possible configurations v) for 
all i, each of the probabilities in the above product equals the (unconditional) 
probability that a given square is not closed, namely, c:= 1 - p4. Thus 
i.t(IV] = n, A) ~ (k - 1)c k 2 [] 
This is a desired bound for p away from 0. Since c(V) is contained in the percolation 
cluster of closed sites of the origin, standard percolation arguments at low density give 
us the desired bound for p close to 0. 
Now, going back to (4.2), Lemma 4.2 implies that ~, converges uniformly on 
a region of the complex plane containing (0, 1). For the neighbourhoods of 0 and 1, we 
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follow Kesten (1982, p. 250) to find 
a,,~,,b ~< 4". 
m,b 
It follows that ~ converges uniformly on complex neighbourhoods of 0 and 1. We 
summarize verything in the following. 
Theorem 4.4. The density function (p is an analytic function ~f p in the interval [0, 1]. 
We close this section by remarking that the approach used in this section with 
V does not succeed if used with the minimal structure Re since the event that such 
a structure has size n depends on order n 2 sites, which spoils the estimate in the lattice 
animal expansion (4.2). 
5. Concluding remarks 
I. Shape of the density function: We have 
~'~P) p=0 ~'(P) p=, (a)  --0; (b)  = 1. 
Moreover  ~0(p) is convex in the neighbourhood of 0 and concave in the neighbour- 
hood of 1. 
Indeed, (4.1) implies that al = az = a3 = 0 (since the minimal V which determines 
A is the closed square) and it implies (a). On the other hand qJ(p) > 0 for p > 0, so if 
(~k,,. b' is the first nonzero coefficient, we get 
Oip)  = Y a . . . .  bpm(1 _ p)~ = pk,, ~ a . . . .  bpm-k"(1 -- p)~ 
k~ ) 0 
and in the neighbourhood of the origin qJ(p) has the sign of 5k,,,b SO we get that 
5k,,,~ > 0 which implies convexity of ip at p = 0. 
Case (b) follows from Russo's formula (see Grimmett,  1989): Let A be an increasing 
event which depends on only finitely many sites of ~2. Then 
d 
dp pp(A) = ]~p(N(A)), 
where N(A) is the number of sites which are pivotal for A. So, if p --- 1 we have 
N(A) = 1 and get (b). Moreover qJ(p) is monotonic,  0(P) ~< P and d~/dp[v=l = 1 
which implies concavity of qJ at p = 1. 
It is natural to conjecture that ~p has a global S shape, that is, its second derivative 
changes sign once and only once in the inverval (0, 1). 
lI. Case d > 2: It is clear that if ( = 2d - 1 then the origin is stable if and only if it 
belongs to a circuit or to a dumbbell. So, it remains just to repeat all proofs. 
For the case d < ( < 2d - 1 (only possible in d > 2), the structure of the closed 
clusters of stable sites is more complicated, with branching. In this context we do not 
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even know how to address the question of existence of an infnite minimal such 
structure with positive probability, except in two situations. The first is when 
p > 1 - Pc, that is, in the nonpercolative regime of the O's, where one can derive 
analyticity of the density and exponential decay of correlations from the exponential 
decay of the distribution of the size of the percolation cluster of O's (see Grimmett, 
1989), to which a minimal structure or a construct like V will (basically, in the case of 
V) belong. The second is when p is close enough to 0. Then one gets the exponential 
estimates from standard cluster expansion arguments. A positive answer in the 
intermediate region would possibly be interesting, though our feelings go in the 
opposite direction. We can neither give a full description of the minimal stable 
structures in this case as we did for the case treated in this paper in Proposition 3.4. 
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